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Equal Pay Day occurred on April 10, 2018. This is the day when the average woman has
made up for salary losses due to gender-based pay differences. 1 Put another way, women needed
to work slightly over three extra months to catch up with men’s salaries. 2 For every dollar men
earn, women, on average, earn $.80. 3 The pay gap is only one example of stubborn, genderbased disparities that still exist in the workplace despite the antidiscrimination measures of Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act which have been on the books for
over 50 years.
Although Title VII, accompanying legislation, and judicial rulings have improved the
work environment for women, pathways for women to C-suites are still elusive. Some numbers
have improved, but they are still fairly dismal. 4 For example, women were presidents or COOs
of only thirteen S & P Fortune 500 Companies in 2016; this is up from nine in 2006. 5 This
reality presents a paradox in light of the findings of many studies that suggest that there is a
positive correlation between gender diversity at the top of the organization and financial success.
Marcus Noland, a co-author of research conducted by the Peterson Institute for International
Economics, stated, “With respect to women on the board, evidence is mixed. But the data on
women at C-Suite level is much more robust and solid — we can torture that data any way you
want and still get the same answer. For the sample as a whole, firms with more women can
expect a 6 percentage point increase in net profit.” 6 A better path to diversity in the C-suite
might not only help the firm’s financial performance; it may also help employee retention and
begin to address the persistent gender-based disparity in pay. In this paper, we suggest several
measures from legal reform to improved mentoring that may help in improving the
representation of women in the top levels of management and reducing the elusive pay gap.
To address these issues, this manuscript is organized as follows. Part I provides an
overview of Title VII, followed by Part II with a discussion of the statistics showing that women
are still facing barriers to positions of corporate leadership, that the elusive pay gap persists, and
that business enterprises employing gender diversity in positions of top leadership tend to show
increased profitability. A variety of strategic approaches including a rebuttable presumption of
discrimination in certain situations, transparency in wage information, and the role that
mentoring could play in addressing these issues are offered in Part III. Concluding remarks
follow.
I. Title VII
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Passed in the wake of the Civil Rights Movement, it has now been over 50 years since the
enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (the “Act”). Title VII of the Act makes it unlawful for
an employer to engage in employment practices that “discriminate against an individual with
respect to “compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment;” or “to limit,
segregate, or classify employees . . . in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any
individual of employment opportunities . . . because of such individual’s race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.” 7 Consistent with the remedial nature of the Act, the law’s prohibition of
discrimination based on sex is expansive. It includes neutral employment practices that
disproportionately affect one sex without a valid business justification, 8 violations where sex was
a motivating factor among legitimate factors, 9 and even inaction (when an employee tolerates a
hostile atmosphere caused by sexual harassment, for example). 10
In 2016, there were 26,934 charges of sex-based discrimination received by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the main agency administering Title VII. 11
There are two broad categories of cases, intentional discrimination 12 and disparate impact claims
that are based on “practices that are fair in form, but discriminatory in operation.” 13 A growing
number of cases involve this latter category. Since the passage of Title VII, blatant
discriminatory practices (intentional discrimination) have significantly declined. 14 Harboring
overt racist or sexist beliefs has become increasingly socially unacceptable, and many employers
now have formal anti-discrimination policies. 15 Despite these material advances, less-explicit
discrimination continues to plague the true spirit of the Act —“[c]ognitive bias, structures of
decision-making, and patterns of interaction,” have replaced overt racism and sexism, but still
perpetuate inequality. 16 Modern psychological research shows that “a person’s group status can
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bias a decision maker’s perceptions, judgments, and actions through processes that are quite
independent of any invidious intention.” 17
One obstacle women face in working their way up in companies is related to how they
are perceived by senior executives, who are disproportionately male. Because firm decision
makers possess only incomplete information about employees, they frequently resort to factors
such as similarity, familiarity, and social contacts in making their determinations regarding
employees’ competence, commitment, and fit in the company. 18 Moreover, research by Aarti
Ramaswami, Jia-Chi Huang, and George F. Dreher suggests that demographic characteristics
such as gender and marital status affect men’s and women’s career development differently.19
Unfortunately, marital and dependent status are much more harmful to a woman’s career
opportunities than to a man’s. 20
As outright gender discrimination is thoroughly condemned in most workplaces,
subconscious, psychological processes are often used to provide an explanation for the low
representation of women in the top ranks of companies. Social-identity theory, for example,
posits that individuals attach differing value to different social categories, assigning more value
to those categories with which they personally identify. 21 Relatedly, the similarity-attraction
theory suggests that individuals are more likely to be attracted to individuals who share similar
demographic features or social and cultural backgrounds as them. 22
Thus, there is an incongruence in the current disparate treatment analysis of cases brought
under Title VII because it does not account for situations where an employer subjectively
believes its legitimate non-discriminatory reasons for a particular adverse employment decision,
but was instead influenced by subconscious cognitive bias and stereotyping. 23 The plain
language of Title VII does not require intentional discrimination, yet case law has created an
unfairly difficult burden of proof on the employee to demonstrate intentional discrimination.
Further, there is also a concern that the current paradigm exacerbates intergroup tension because
a plaintiff’s pleadings attempting to show intent can generate defensiveness and feelings of
resentment by opposing parties to a Title VII lawsuit. 24 Tactics to rectify this ineffectiveness are
discussed later in the paper.
II. The Statistics
This Part reviews the statistics regarding the difficulty for women to find pathways to
climb to positions of organizational leadership as well as the continued pay gap between men
and women’s salaries. These statistics are juxtaposed against studies finding that when women
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are part of the decision-making team, firm performance tends to improve. These issues are
discussed below.
A. Women in Positions of Corporate Leadership
Although the representation of women in positions of corporate leadership has increased
over the last several decades, there is much room for improvement. In 1980, for example, there
were no women in C-suite positions at Fortune 100 companies, but this proportion increased to
11 percent by 2001. 25 From 1997 to 2009, board seats held by women in S&P 1500 companies
increased 94 percent. 26 According to the World Economic Forum’s 2017 Gender Gap Index,
which seeks to measure gender equality across health, education, economies and politics, 27
woman occupy 16.4% of the board seats in listed companies in the U.S. 28
Although the advancement of gender equality in corporate leadership positions is
undoubtedly meaningful, the current progress is still less than impressive. In recent years,
corporate boards have failed to increase their percentage of women. 29 Additionally, women hold
only 14.8% of top management positions in the U.S. 30 The World Bank found that the global
share of women in senior management is 24 percent. 31
Even more disconcerting, a
comprehensive statistical analysis has suggested that “if a firm already has one woman in a top
management position, then the odds that another woman will also have a top position are
lower.” 32 Studies have also suggested that once women reach a 20 percent threshold for these
positions, men tend to go from feeling positive about the addition of women to feeling
threatened. 33 Recent studies, however, show that companies which have females on their top
executive teams outperform those with no female top managers. 34
There is evidence that some companies are recognizing the benefits of board and top
management team diversity, that “male, pale and stale doesn’t cut it anymore.” 35 Pressure to
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diversify is coming from both within and outside the company. Even the statue of a young girl
“facing down” the statue of the bull in front of the New York Stock Exchange has been cited as
representing a push for women on boards. 36 One example of external pressure is the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System, a $309.7 billion that fund, has made diversity a priority
in its proxy voting. 37 IBM and CVS stated that they will consider gender and racial diversity in
appointing board members. In each of the past five years, twenty board diversity proposals were
brought to companies. All is not smooth sailing however; of the nine proposals voted on in
2016, eight were rejected by shareholders. 38 Only 13% of companies even give specific details
about diversity. 39 In 2016, about 13% of new board appointments were women. 40 If the current
pace holds true, women will not hold 50% of board seats until 2055. 41 Not surprisingly, the
percentages vary by industry, with the lowest in male-dominated industries. 42 In the banking and
capital market area, 26% of the seats were held by women; in insurance, only 21%. 43 In general,
women held almost 20% of the board seats on Fortune 1000 companies. 44
Perhaps even more disconcerting than the lack of women in corporate leadership
positions are the statistics pertaining to childbearing women in the workforce. In stark contrast
to men, women in the labor market are less likely to be married and have children. 45 One study,
for example, has indicated that 33 percent of high-achieving women (those between ages 28 and
40 earning over $55,000 per year and those between ages 41 and 55 earning over $65,000 per
year) and 49 percent of ultra-high-achieving women (those earning over $100,000 per year)
between 41 and 55 were childless. 46 Another study found that only half of the women that work
on Wall Street had children, while 74 percent of men that work on Wall Street had children.47
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Additionally, highly-educated women are less likely to participate in the workforce once they
have children. 48
This lack of female leadership is not due to a supply problem; by 2015, 89 percent of
women had completed high school or more 49 and 33 percent had completed four years of
college. 50 Additionally, young women attended graduate school at a higher proportion than men;
11 percent of women ranging from ages 25–34 had two years or more of graduate school, while
that number was only 8 percent for men. 51
B. The Pay Gap
The pay gap between men’s and women’s salaries is another prime example of bias in the
workplace. Women are more likely to have an advanced degree than men, are entering the
workforce in nearly equal numbers as men, 52 and are protected by the Equal Pay Act of 1963
(EPA) and Title VII; yet the needle has barely nudged. 53 More than 50 years after the Equal Pay
Act became law, women still earn $.80 for every dollar men earn. 54 In 2016, women made a
median weekly salary of $749, compared to a median salary of $915 for men. 55 This disparity
intensifies among those with higher degrees. Men with bachelor’s degrees made a median of
$1,246 per week, but the median of women with bachelor’s degrees was only $931. 56 Among
those with professional degrees, men received a median of $1,896, while women received a
median of only $1,411. 57
Although the above figures are based on median salaries of full-time workers, the
discrepancies occur in a wide range of occupations where the comparisons in terms of education,
experience, and other traits are easier to make. 58 For example, female surgeons earn 71 percent
of what male surgeons do and five of the 10 major occupational groups where women lagged the
most were in finance. 59 The pay gap between male and female CFOs at S&P 500 companies was
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8.7% in 2015. 60 This is not an unusual discrepancy. A Wall Street Journal poll found that in
many “elite jobs” and professions, women in these areas showed the biggest pay gaps. 61
Women with children face an even greater discrepancy. There is a “motherhood wage
penalty” up to five percent per child, further compounding how significant this disparity really
is. 62 Experts at a congressional hearing identified a “direct connection” between pregnancy
discrimination and self-sufficiency, as well as a significant risk for poverty. 63 This is true even
though women are the primary or co-primary wage earners in almost two-thirds of families. 64
Despite the widespread disparities, there are relatively few cases brought under the Equal
Pay Act and success is not likely. In 2016, 1,075 charge receipts were filed under the Equal Pay
Act and 1,201 claims resolved. 65 Only 18.9% of resolved claims were decided in favor of the
charging party. 66 Women find difficulty bringing successful claims under the Equal Pay Act for
a variety of reasons. Not only must a woman establish that the work her and her male counterpart
perform is equal in required skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions; but an employer
can justify wage differences “based on any other factor other than sex.” 67
C. The Paradox
Studies examining inclusion of women in corporate management positions show that,
rather than being a burden on corporations, greater inclusion of women presents a significant
boon to companies. For example, Jeong and Harrison recently conducted a metal analysis of
research studies on the relationship between having women in top management and firm
financial performance and find that having women in top management roles is positively related
to financial performance. 68 Dezso and Ross similarly find a positive association between having
a least one women in top management and financial performance, although the effect may be
driven by particularly strong positive effects in innovation-intensive industries as measured by
research and development expenditures. 69 Recently, a working paper by Noland, Moran, and
Kotschwar, indicated that the presence of female executives in a firm was associated with
unusually strong performance by that firm. 70 The greater gender diversity in top corporate
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positions, the better the financial results. These studies present a paradox when juxtaposed with
the disappointingly low numbers of women in the C-suite, discussed above.
III. Proposed Solutions
In this Part, we advocate a number of strategic approaches aimed at attacking wage
disparity and the lack of gender diversity in the C-Suite. These include legislative approaches, a
call for pay transparency, judicial intervention, the adoption of effective mentoring programs,
along with additional action items for business to improve the working environment for women,
and a call to investors to demand the firm to hire more women for positions of leadership.
A. Legislative Approaches
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA), 71 enacted the year before Title VII, was at the time
seen as addressing the important discrimination issue for women – unequal pay. It had
previously been considered fair to pay men more for the same work because they were seen as
supporting a family and therefore needed more. 72 It is narrowly drawn because it was designed
to address only unequal pay for equal work. It requires that men and women working in the
same establishment and doing equal work be paid the same. Different pay can be justified by
showing that “any factor other than sex” 73 caused the differential. When Title VII became law, a
coordinating provision was added to make sure VII’s broader provisions did not undermine the
narrower EPA. 74
The EPA does not address the fact that many occupations filled primarily by women are
often paid less than those held by men. There have been many efforts since the 1970s to broaden
the comparison from equal work to comparable work or more broadly, work of equal value to the
organization or society under a Title VII discrimination claim. The issue was raised in the
Supreme Court case of County of Washington v. Gunther. 75 In Gunther, female jail matrons who
worked in the female section were paid less than male correction officers, who worked with
many more prisoners on the male side of the jail. Additionally, matrons devoted a large share of
their time doing clerical work, which was seen as less valuable. Thus, the female matrons’ work
was not considered equal to the work of the male corrections officers under the EPA. The Court
majority viewed the case as one in which the employees were trying to show that the county
deliberately paid them less because they were women. It rendered a very narrow decision which
left many questions unanswered including the comparable worth argument. It did hold, though,
that the coordinating provision did not import the equal work requirement into Title VII. A
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decade later, a subsequent Ninth Circuit case delivered another important defeat to the theory,76
and courts have not been hospitable to comparable claims since then.
There have been many other legislative efforts to address the wage gap since the passage
of the EPA; unfortunately, most have been unsuccessful. Perhaps the most effective, if it had
been enacted, would have been the Paycheck Fairness Act (PFA). 77 This statute would have
shifted the burden of proof and required the employer to demonstrate sex-based differential
compensation is, among other things, consistent with business necessity. If substantiated, the
employee could then rebut this showing by demonstrating that an alternative employment
practice exists that would serve the same business purpose without producing the gender-based
differential. 78
The PFA, which has been considered since 1997, has floundered repeatedly. 79 Most
recently introduced by Sen. Barbara Mikulski (D-MD) in the Senate and Rep. Rosa DeLauro (DCT3) in the House, almost all congressional democrats were cosponsors to the 2015-16 version
but not a single Republican woman signaled her support. The bill was referred to the House
Committee on Education and the Workforce subcommittees on Workforce Protections and on
Higher Education and Workforce Training, in November of 2015 where no further action was
taken. 80 The bill was expected to have a better chance of becoming law after the anticipated
election of Hilary Clinton as President in 2016, but under a Trump administration, and with both
houses of Congress held by Republicans, its passage prospects have significantly dimmed.
At the same time, many states have taken up the fight for equal pay in some manner. 81
California, 82 New York, 83 North Dakota, 84 Maryland, 85 and Massachusetts 86 have adopted
language from the PFA in the past few years and at least 18 states are currently debating bills to
further address the gender pay gap. 87 California, for example, adopted its own Fair Pay Act
(FPA), which became effective January 1, 2016. It amends the 1976 California Labor Code
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§1197.5. 88 The Fair Pay Act makes it easier to prove a case of wage discrimination by no longer
requiring the claimant to show that she does “equal work” to her male comparator. The language
now requires she show their jobs require “substantially similar work. . . .” when determining if
pay discrimination exists. It also eliminates the requirement that the employees work in the same
establishment. 89 It limits the use of a “bona fide factor other than sex” defense to when it is: 1)
demonstrated to account for the entire wage differential, 2) not derived from a sex-based
compensation difference, 3) is related to the employment position and 4) is consistent with “an
overriding legitimate business purpose… .” 90 Finally, the FPA states that the “bona-fide factor”
defense will fail if the employee demonstrates that “an alternative business practice exists that
would serve the same business purpose without producing the wage differential.” 91
New York’s version of paycheck fairness act is similar to the California law except that
New York requires the employees to compare work in the same establishment and it has no
explicit requirement that the entire differential be accounted for by the “bona fide” factor. 92
North Dakota’s version of this legislation is not as expansive as California’s or New York’s but
it does only require the aggrieved employee show a discrepancy in wages between comparable
employees to establish a prima facie case of discrimination. 93 It also prohibits employers from
decreasing an employee’s wages to eliminate discrimination. 94 Maryland’s version includes the
“bona fide” factor language of California and New York as well as language relating to
employment opportunities. 95 The law bars discrimination in: 1) career track assignment, 2)
failing to provide information on career paths and promotions and 3) limiting opportunities that
would be available if not for the employee’s sex or gender identity. 96 Much like the California
law, the Massachusetts statute replaces wording on “equal” work with “substantially similar,”
and furthermore includes the same “bona fide” language the other state laws introduce. 97 The
Maryland statute also includes a section establishing a state commission to investigate the gender
pay gap. 98
Pay disparity is not just a U.S. issue. Iceland recently took aggressive action to eliminate
it within five years. 99 As in the U.S., Iceland had equal pay laws for over fifty years, but pay
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disparities remain. 100 Also like the failed PFA, it sees shifting the burden of proof to the
employer as a way to overcome the gap. Iceland became the first country to introduce legislation
requiring employers to prove they are paying men and women equally.
The Icelandic legislators reason that unless equal pay laws are applied forcefully,
“nothing really changes.” 101 The legislation would require the largest companies (those with 250
or over employees) and government agencies to undergo audits in 2018 certifying compliance
with equal pay rules. 102 By 2022, companies with more than 25 employees would be required to
do the same. 103 Companies must assess every job, and fix wage gaps of more than five per
cent. 104
B. Salary Transparency
Another suggested way to reduce the gap is to promote transparency in salaries. 105 For
example, a study by Belogolovsky and Bamberger 106 suggests that transparent pay conditions
tend to reduce the gender pay gap. In another study, Rosenfeld and Denice 107 found that salary
transparency gives legitimacy to an employee’s wage bargaining, and that even just being aware
of discrepancies can change norms. Furthermore, bargaining for better pay is something men are
much more likely than women to do. One study showed that 57 percent of men, but only seven
percent of women, asked for more money. 108 Additionally, when women did ask for salary
raises, they asked for 30 percent less than men. 109 Moreover, studies show that women are more
likely than men to fear backlash for asking. 110 Of course, there is a cumulative effect of starting
at a lower salary over the span of a career. One estimate puts that difference for middle-income
jobs at $750,000, and for high-income jobs at $2 million. 111 Having information about
comparative salaries is likely to spur more women to negotiate for higher, or at least equal, pay
and reduce these gaps. It is also likely to make it harder for managers to turn women down when
Women earn 14-20% less than men in Iceland. Id.
Id. (citing the Social Affairs and Equality Minister in Iceland, Thorsteinn Viglundsson,
who noted “History has shown that if you want progress, you need to enforce it.”). Iceland and the Nordic countries
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they ask for higher salaries if the pay discrepancy between men and women is known to
everyone.
There are many actions that companies can take to promote transparency. Perhaps the
easiest is to make it clear that discussing salaries between workers is allowed. There are many
reports of employees being sanctioned or fired for discussing and comparing salaries. 112
According to a 2011 study, about half the workers said their companies discouraged or
prohibited such discussions. 113 This is despite the potential that these prohibitions may be in
violation of the labor laws. 114 California, for example, which has been particularly aggressive
about wage equality, passed legislation in 2015 that prohibits employers from retaliating against
workers for discussing pay. 115 At least eleven other states have similar protections. 116
When employers have encouraged pay discussions or provided information about pay
scales, many misconceptions about pay are corrected. 117 According to a study conducted by
PayScale, out of 7,600 individuals surveyed, only 36 percent of employees thought they were
paid fairly, while 73 percent of employers believed that their employees were fairly paid. 118
Further, only 21 percent of employees felt that their company was transparent about pay, but that
number was 40 percent for employers. 119
Transparency may not only help with pay gaps—it may also increase productivity. One
study by Emiliano Huet-Vaugh 120 suggests that workers who know of their placement in the
earnings distribution provide significantly more effort on average than those without knowledge
of their peers’ earnings. Another study found that pay secrecy (as opposed to pay transparency)
negatively affected the performance of individuals who were less tolerant of inequity. 121 Thus,
despite the traditional mind-set against such comparisons, pay transparency could be good for
business.
Salaries are getting easier to compare online. A company, Glassdoor Inc., has created
Know Your Worth, which uses an algorithm comparing a few pieces of personal information
which it says allows users in “real time” to compare their salary with the database of job listings
and data submitted by other users. 122 It joins other companies such as Salary.com and
PayScale.com that give free salary reports.
Wal-Mart, the world’s largest employer, is discouraging information exchange. It is discouraging employees
from downloading an app designed by OUR Walmart, an organization advocating for higher wages and benefits.
Wal-Mart has asked managers to tell employees that the app is a scheme to gather personal information. Sarah
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Governments at various levels are also looking to transparency to help correct the gender
wage gap. For example, California passed legislation in 2010 requiring cities to publish
municipal salaries. 123 A study of the results of this action shows that greater equality resulted—
although through reducing men’s pay, not raising women’s pay. 124 President Obama also took
similar measures on the public employee front through executive action. 125 One order protects
employees/applicants from discrimination by the employer for inquiring about, discussing, or
disclosing their compensation or the compensation of other employees/applicants.
Massachusetts enacted legislation in 2016 banning inquiries into previous salaries. 126
Philadelphia and New York City adopted similar bans. 127 Over a dozen local legislatures from
other cities are examining the idea. 128 The idea behind such measures is that for most women,
basing pay in a new job on prior pay only reifies the inequities and compounds the problem of
pay inequity. Rather, companies should figure out how much the job is worth, and pay that
amount. Google says that it recently did this. 129 The federal Office of Personnel Management
has adopted a similar rule. This is thought to particularly help women who have taken time off
to care for children or elderly parents, 130 as well as those who have previously worked in the
lower-paying nonprofit sector.
C. Judicial Intervention
Consistent with the attempts to shift the burdens of proof in pay equity actions would be
to shift the burden of proof to increase the numbers of women in boards and executive positions
in companies. To rectify the especial ineffectiveness of Title VII in this regard, we advocate that
in cases alleging gender discrimination, courts consider the lack of women, or the presence of
only token women, in leadership positions as a rebuttable presumption of discrimination. This
presumption would help to address subconscious bias and stereotyping. It would then shift the
burden on the employer to prove that such biases do not exist.131
Currently, an employee must demonstrate disparate impact through the McDonnell
Douglas framework, laid out in the Supreme Court case McDonnell Douglas Corp v. Green. 132
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minority, 2) she applied and was qualified for a position in which the employer was seeking
applicants, 3) she was rejected from the position and 4) the employer continued to seek
applicants from persons with plaintiff’s qualifications. 133 This framework is ill-fitting in the
often secretive and convoluted process of selecting C-suite executives where official job postings
are often not made or not public and application submissions often take the form of social
network referrals. Further, disparate impact is difficult to establish with the small sample size
generated by infrequent executive hiring in any particular company. 134 The exclusion of token
women in the calculus is especially important in the C-suite, as the limited number of positions
means one token women is a larger percentage of the whole, which would unfairly skew the
often statistically driven disparate impact calculation.
D. Mentoring
Because women are generally classified as outsiders by those on the top rung of corporate
leadership, integrating mentoring programs between those at the top and those a few steps down
will expose both parties to the values, beliefs, and assumptions of the other. By sharing cultural
backgrounds with corporate leaders, mentoring programs could be particularly useful for women
to replace the negative signals of marriage and family with positive signals. 135 Instead of being
perceived as outsiders, women would more frequently seen as part of the same club as men.
Mentoring at the higher levels can also help prepare women for leadership positions on boards.
As companies look for women to diversify boards, they will be likely to call on, and find out
about qualified women from mentors.
Furthermore, access to networks and mentors has proven to play a crucial role in
climbing the corporate ladder. 136 In many industries, such as law firms, there is an implicit “up
or out” policy that requires the entry-level employees to demonstrate their worth to the firm by a
specified time period early on in their careers. 137 Implementing mentoring programs would
therefore provide women fairer access to top corporate leaders and give them an equitable
opportunity to dissociate themselves from baseline negative presumptions. Even if this sharing
of cultural capital does not completely trump the negative associations of marital status on
women’s organizational position, 138 it is surely a step in the right direction.
Those at the top of the organization could utilize another form of mentoring without
involving a large time commitment of time. For example, executives could show a commitment
to work-family balance by taking time to interact with their own families and encouraging others
to do so. Some CEOs are beginning to do this, especially in hi-tech areas where millenials are a
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growing segment of the workforce. 139 Mark Zuckerberg taking two months off to spend time
with his new daughter is one example. For millenials, work-life balance is growing in
importance 140 and those in the C-suite are realizing that merely having policies on paper is not
enough.
Furthermore, in addition to the transparency steps suggested above to help with the wage
gap, mentoring and networking programs could also help. For example, a program that gave
women negotiating coaching and tips could make them more effective and more willing to ask
for better pay. If they are armed with pay statistics, they are also likely to be more assertive. It
would not be necessary to do this on a one-to-one basis, to do it for long-term, or to have those at
the top of the organization do it. This would ease the problems with finding enough mentors.
This is also something that a networking group could sponsor, especially if the organization is
unwilling to do so.
E. Additional Actions
Providing flex-time or setting family-friendly schedules is another approach. The former
J.C. Penney chief, Ron Johnson, does not schedule meetings before 9:00 a.m. or after 4:00 p.m.
so he can coach his children’s sports team. 141 Family-friendly scheduling would allow parents to
participate in a variety of activities without missing important meetings. Companies need to
shape company culture so that employees feel it is not harmful to their careers to use the
programs provided. Family-friendly policies can also benefit the companies by making it easier
to recruit and retain younger workers.
We encourage more investors to take steps such as those taken by the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System 142 and State Street Global Advisors, and put pressure on boards
to diversify. State Street, for example, stated that it would vote against board members charged
with nominating new board members of a company if it does not make progress in adding
women. If there is no improvement, the board must show it attempted to increase the number of
women by actions such as casting a wider net when seeking job candidates and setting diversity
goals. 143 Additionally, State Street wants companies in which it owns shares to identify
problems that may have contributed to the lack of women on the board. State Street is one of the
largest passive managers in the world with $2.47 trillion in asset management, and it is likely to
have a significant influence. 144 If companies see a competitive advantage by including women,
others may follow.
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The inequities discussed herein are important not just to women, but to society as a
whole. For example, homelessness is one of the “most urgent and pressing issues facing
America today.” 145 In 2013, one in eight families who rented their home could not pay their
rent, and a similar number thought they would be unlikely to do so. 146 A large number of these
families are headed by single, working women. Greater pay equity for women would help
reduce the homelessness crisis. Another example is shown by a recent Harvard study
demonstrating that young, single MBAs who desired to marry lowered their desired yearly
compensation, their willingness to travel, and their assertiveness in order to attract a mate. 147
Although gender discrimination in the workplace is now less frequently overt since the
passage of the Civil Rights Act, 148 it is more frequently in the form of subconscious, yet just as
invidious, bias. These prejudices continue to plague gender equality in the employment context,
hindering women’s ability to reach the top ranks of corporate leadership. To combat this
inequality, we offer a number of suggestions. First, we urge states to pass legislation requiring
paycheck fairness and we urge firms to institute policies of salary transparency. Next, when
there is a lack of women in the highest corporate ranks of the company in question, a
presumption of discrimination should replace the current legal framework in the courts for
disparate treatment analysis in Title VII cases of gender discrimination. We further suggest that
firms would do well to improve mentoring and networking programs for women to help even the
playing field for access at the top of the corporate ladder. Finally, we urge firms to improve the
environment for women in the work place—by adopting and sincerely promoting utilization of
family friendly policies. Not only would these recommendations be just, they would also likely
increase productivity in the corporate world, and help resolve the paradox surrounding the
paucity of women in top leadership positions.
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